ACCESSORIES

Why should getting there be only half the fun? These travel accessories step up to increase that
stat to full-on fabulous fun – the kind that makes memories more about smooth travels than
hitches along the way. by kathy witt
Portable and extremely
comfy, the EASYNAP®
Pocket Travel Air Pillow
for Kids by Cixi Letu
Travelware means better
sleep for little ones on the
road and in the air. The
pillow offers ergonomic
support for the chin and fits the seatback
to keep the head stable and prevent
neck and shoulder stiffness. It has
CoolPass wicking fabric, a patented
adjustable strap for a perfect fit and
soft-touch memory foam. The pillow folds
up in a handy pouch that can tuck into a
backpack pocket. MSRP: $29.90

Design Go provides a way to relax on travels with the Go
Travel Fusion Pillow, an inflatable pillow that is all about
personal comfort, allowing users to adjust the support
according to their preference with the super quick
adjustable air valve. The pillow’s foam panels add
slumber-inducing softness, making it a pleasure
to sleep on regardless of travel mode. With a
flat back design to aid upright sleeping and a
rear anti-slip panel to hold your head in place, it
eliminates fear of the dreaded head bob and
roll. Deflate the pillow at the touch of a button to
easily fold and roll it into its hygienic drawstring
carry bag. MSRP: $19.99

Stay well-groomed on your travels with the DamnDog Shave
Kit from Kalencom that keeps grooming accessories and
implements at the ready and ensures your deodorant, floss,
razor or other items don’t go AWOL. Measuring 5” x 4” x 9”,
the kit has a zippered main compartment plus an external
zippered pocket, two internal slip pockets and one internal
zippered pocket – room enough for storing all of your
toiletries. Made of swamp canvas, the kit is lightweight
and light colored and has a textured lining along with
top shelf leather accents. It comes in rebel gray.
MSRP: $49.99

Miamica/Sprayco invites
adventurers to “travel in color”
with a line of bright and boldly
hued accessories that add a
dash of drama to any trip. The
Crayola Neck Pillow (MSRP:
$15); Foldable Laundry Bag
($10); Toothbrush Holder ($2);
and 2-oz Twist-Lock Travel Bottle
($2) bring the party in green,
blue and red.

King me! Take these roll-up travel games by Sondergut from
Pitkin Sterns on the road and enjoy playing on the lightest and
the highest quality travel games on the market. Weighing under
8 oz, the hand-sewn, full-size boards come in velvety gray
suede for a rich look and soft, pliable feel. Playing pieces stow
neatly in a brass zippered pocket and the boards roll up for
compact and easy transport in handbag or backpack, carry-on
or back pocket. Game instructions are included. MSRP: $39.95
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Heroclip®, the hybrid swiveling and
folding gear hook that keeps your
belongings tethered, introduces
a new color and a new pattern to
its line of Medium, Small and Mini
models. In shades of blue
and green, Sea Grass is
subtle so as not to draw
too much attention –
hence, less ogling of your
stuff – and is available in
the Heroclip Mini, which
is strong enough to carry
up to 40 lbs. Night Geo is
dark and moody in shades of
indigo and navy and features a cool
geometric pattern. It is available on
Heroclip Medium, the largest clip in
the line and with a max load of 60 lbs.
All clips are machine-cut from aircraft
grade aluminum. MSRP: $14.95/Mini;
$17.95/Small; $19.95/Medium
Continued on page 30
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Tired of tension headaches, achy feet, cramping thumbs
and TMJ pain? RAD Innovations’ Micro Rounds may be
the smallest product in the RAD lineup, but they pack a big
punch. Made of eco-friendly silicone, they are BPA-, latexand plastic-free and are designed with those tiny muscles in
mind, effectively releasing areas that other tools can’t find
with consistent, pinpoint precision. Perfect for travels, Micro
Rounds come in a set of three and include an instructional
guide with 12-plus uses. (A RAD Mobility app can be
downloaded for access to 250-plus usage videos, curated
playlists and more.) MSRP: $16

Leave the umbrella and raincoat at home.
The hooded RAINRAP is a lightweight,
waterproof and machine-washable alternative
that comes with a travel
pouch and fits in a glove
compartment, suitcase – even
handbag. Weighing an airy 8
oz, it provides a double-sided
button closure for reversibility
in a one-size-fits-all design. For
those days or nights when a
little warmth and comfort is needed, the
WINTERRAP is designed with one side to
repel rain and/or snow, the other with a soft
flannel-like fabric to keep you warm and cozy.
MSRP: $65/RAINRAP; $75/WINTERRAP

Travel hands-free while keeping essentials
close at hand with Royce’s Belt Bag, a
chic statement piece handcrafted in full
grain leather. Measuring a compact
8” x 5” x 2”, it is a casual yet elevated
means of carrying smartphone, keys,
cards and more. It comes in navy, pink,
red and black. MSRP: $225

Topcor introduces the copper Clipa2 for its 10th anniversary.
This rose gold travel accessory elegantly holds bags, backpacks
and purses up to 33 lbs yet weighs just 1.6 oz. A customer toprated pick, it goes right on the bag strap so it’s fast, accessible
and easy to use. When you’re finished, just pull the strap and it
automatically closes back into a ring. A unique design, quality
craftsmanship thanks to a jeweler’s “forever finish” and goanywhere versatility mean it can be used in hundreds of travel
situations: ticket counters, restaurants, airplane lavatories and tray tables, movie theaters,
rental cars, bathrooms with no hook on the door – the list is endless. MSRP: $15.99.

Traveler’s Choice 5,000/10,000 mAh Portable &
Removable Powerbank Chargers are designed for onthe-go travelers for powering up smart-charge luggage
and quickly charging mobile devices. The chargers
have been tested to enable plug-and-charge 10,000
times and are compliant with FAA, Department of
Transportation and airlines’ carry-on regulations on
smart-charge luggage. MSRP: $49.99/5,000 mAh;
$59.99/10,000 mAh
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Conveniently rolled and packed for adventure, the
Bon Voyage® Weighted Travel Throw from Sutton
Home Fashions is perfectly designed to help ease
travel anxiety and help users relax and comfortably
enjoy travels without any worries. Created with
5 lbs of distributed weight and packaged with a
faux leather handle, it easily attaches to a luggage
handle to keep it accessible during travels. The
throw is offered in navy and gray in both microfiber
and soft velvet mink designs. MSRP: $39.99

The lightweight, unisex Zhampagge is an all-in-one
organizer bag with 10 pockets, perfect for travel as well
as for every day and active lifestyles. Hand- and machinewashable, it hangs almost anywhere and expands so it can be easily
placed in luggage or converted to a crossbody bag. Water-repellent interior pockets safely hold
damp/soiled items, toiletries, etc. Made in the USA, it comes in six jewel-tone colors. The name
is pronounced Zham (rhymes with ham) and pagge (rhymes with lodge), a contraction of the
words “hamper” and “luggage” because of the bag’s features. MSRP: $125

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 48 for a directory of the companies whose
products are included in this feature.

